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Summary Of Surah Al Furqan 

1. Surah furqan is the 25th Surah of Quran.It is comprised  of 77 

verses(ayat),and 78th one is Bismillah-hir rahmanir-rahim It has 6 rukus and 

it was revealed in makkah. 

 

2. It is in 19th para 

 

 

3. It is mentioned in the beginning of Surah that Allah the Exalted has granted 

that ‘furqan’ i.e great distinguishing gauge which very clearly differentiates 

between right and false. It is the same gauge which is repeatedly 

mentioned in Surah Al-Nur. In this Surah, more examples of it are given. 

 

 

 

 

4. One is that Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be on 

him) was able to differentiate, not only, people around him but he could 

check truthful and false people of all world by the help of great gauge 

Quran. 

 

 

5. In response to amazing miracles of Hazrat Muhammad PBUH, opponents 

presented self-made-gauge of true Messenger-ship that why does this 



Messenger eat, go to the bazaar, why an angel was not sent with him who 

should have warned people. 

 

6. Similarly, opponents had assumed that a treasure should have been sent to 

Messenger from Heavens (In fact, an unlimited treasure of Divine teaching 

is sent to Messenger.). 

 

 

7. According to opponents, Messenger should have magnificent gardens, 

where he may live easily. Allah the Exalted answers, We have such gardens 

of paradise and spiritual castles for you PBUH, which these ignorant people 

cannot imagine. 

 

 

8. Opponents are negated; show any Messenger before him PBUH who did 

not live like common people and did not move in alleys. They cannot show. 

Actually, they deny Messenger-ship as if Allah cannot make anyone 

Messenger. As the coming of angels to opponents is concerned, angels shall 

be sent surely but with the message of news of their ruin, which cannot be 

avoided. 

 

 

9. The objection has been raised, why the Quran is not revealed all at once. 

Indeed there are many wisdoms in the Quran’s slow coming. One wisdom 

was to send teaching according to spiritual weaknesses being appeared in 

time around that era. Second wisdom was coming of unlimited signs, all 

along time, which strengthened the heart of Holy Prophet Muhammad 

(peace and blessings of Allah be on him). Thirdly, the wise arrangement of 

verses of the Quran could not have been made by an unlettered person 

PBUH who could not have known era of 23 years in advance. Fourthly, 



Ahmadiyya Promised Messiah (a.s.) has pointed to wisdom that Holy 

Prophet Muhammad PBUH faced extremely dangerous events in 23 years, 

he PBUH was ahead of Sahaba (r.a.) in facing opponents in severe dangers, 

poison was tried also, but Allah did not call him back until the Quran was 

fully revealed to him (peace and blessings of Allah be on him). So coming of 

Quran by Allah is a grand miracle. 

 

 

10. In end, in mention of qualities of ‘ebadur rahman’ i.e. Servants of Rahman, 

it is said, as there are 12 mansions of stars in sky, 12 reformers 

(mujaddedeen) will come to defend the faith. And then moon of 14 th night 

(Promised Messiah Mahdi ) will come who will get full light from you PBUH. 

 

 

11. Qualities of ‘ebadur rahman’ are, they are moderate, humbles, live in 

offering Salaat and prostration, as result, they are given excellences. Last 

verse tells why do they spend life in doing prayers because there is no way 

to get real life from Allah without prayer. Those who deny and cut relation 

with Allah, they shall have numerous diseases which will not leave them. 


